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Firstly I’d like to say welcome to all our new families. We are very happy to have you
all at our kinder this year and we are all looking forward to a challenging but no less
fun year ahead. I am very proud of the community that is associated with our kinder in
the Hills and our amazing families that support us. Your support is very important to
us, especially in times like these.
The whole world is experiencing something unbelievable, and the feeling of uncertainty is palpable. In
times like this we need to remind ourselves of how lucky we are. How lucky we are to have enough for our
own families, how lucky we are to be cared for by a world leading health care system and how
lucky we are to have a community of people who will be there when you need help. Whether it is
support through child minding, an extra meal dropped at a door while maintaining social
distancing or a donated roll of toilet paper, we will support each other, and we will get through
this challenge. In years to come we will be telling our grandchildren of the ‘great toilet paper shortages of
2020’.
Now a little bit about our kinder, it is run by an amazing committee of volunteer parents and a wonderful
team of teachers. Together, with all our families, we work together to support the learning, social and
physical environment at our kinder. We pride ourselves on providing a warm, caring and supportive
environment where children feel happy and safe. Although fundraisers and working bees will be limited
this year, there will be plenty of opportunities to for everyone to contribute.
So have a fantastic possibly extended holiday, stay safe, wash your hands, use one square at a time and we
will see you when we see you.

Kindest Regards
Steph Krivohlavy
Parents Committee President

This term is certainly moving along very
quickly. It is great to see that most children
have settled in very well to kinder. We hope
that you as parents are making new friends
just as your children are.
Coronavirus has impacted everyone in some
way. In this issue of kinder capers there is a
short social story that you may find useful
when talking to your children. We have
included the link if you would prefer to look
website. We have
provided hand sanitizer next to each
sign in book and we are supporting the
children through the hand washing
process to ensure they are doing it
thoroughly.
We are currently reviewing and updating our
Quality Improvement Plan. As part of this
process we will be asking families simple
questions that require a yes/no answer.
These questions will be next to the signing
in books over the coming weeks. Please help
us to improve and provide you with the
information you need by answering the
question. Each question will be available to
answer for two weeks.
We provided all families with the latest
information on child restraints and car seats
early this year. Vic Roads update this
information regularly so it is always a good
idea to check that what you
and grandparents are using is
still compliant with
Australian standards.

in the brick building. Feel free to have a look
anytime or ask staff if you are after
information on anything in particular.
Always remember to phone kinder if your
child is going to be absent especially if it
is due to illness. We are open Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.
of management who have been very busy
already making sure the kindergarten runs
smoothly. They do all this as volunteers,
so if at any time you are able to help at a
fundraiser, working bee, open day or in any
other way please let us know. Extra helpers
make the job that little bit easier.
A huge thank you to Sylvie who puts kinder
capers together for us and also keeps our
website up to date. A huge thank you to all
the staff who always go above and
beyond to offer an amazing program
for each and every individual child.
There is so much that goes on behind the
scenes, long before kinder begins, long after
it has concluded and at home. Preparing
activities, planning for children as
individuals and as a group, professional
development, mentoring pre service teachers
and so much more.
Thank you everyone.
We look forward to this being a fantastic
year at Len Jeffrey Memorial Preschool.
Thank you
Belinda Niezen
Educational Leader.

